INFINITY® Series Golf Rotors

WITH
SMART ACCESS™

INFINITY® SERIES GOLF ROTORS

One Sprinkler.
Countless Benefits.
Infinite Possibilities.
The Toro® INFINITY® Series Sprinklers are designed with your course’s
future in mind. A patented SMART ACCESS™ design enables you to add
new technology for decades to come – using only a screwdriver.
You begin saving with the INFINITY Series sprinkler from day one.
Why? You’ll dramatically reduce time spent on sprinkler service and
maintenance. Best of all, you won’t need to invest in new sprinklers as
technology advances. INFINITY Series sprinklers are completely backward
and forward compatible. You can even use risers from existing Toro 800S
Series and DT Series sprinklers.

SMART ACCESS™
The patented INFINITY® Series sprinklers are designed to save you time and money. Whether
you choose a Toro Satellite or 2-wire control system the patented SMART ACCESS™ design
enables you to add new technology for decades to come. You won’t need to invest in new
sprinklers as technology advances. INFINITY Series is built for flexible expansion, not
replacement, to keep your course looking its best and your golfers playing.

———————
“The fact that my crew doesn’t have to get in the ground to service the
sprinklers is a huge time savings. And as much as savings for my crew,
there’s a lot less disruption in playing conditions on the course.”
———————

Smart Access®
Provides top accessibility to all critical
components.
No digging or unsightly turf repair scars
Pilot valve removable with water “ON”
Lynx ® Smart Module (LSM)
No buried wire splices or ground faults
Replaceable cover if damaged
Increased labor efficiency
Lower long term cost of ownership
Customizable marker

TruJectory™
Adjustment of
the main nozzle
From 7-30 degrees this
patented feature in 1
degree increments puts
water where you want it
for maximum distribution
uniformity. Adjust from
the top of the sprinkler in
seconds, wet or dry.

Future Proof

Protective Enclosure

The SMART ACCESS®
compartment provides room
to grow. Whatever the future
holds, this sprinkler is ready.

Isolates wire splices from the
soil and potential shorts to
ground. Provides access for
system troubleshooting and
repairs without digging!

2-wire module
Accessible from the top allows
for LSM module retrieval, system
troubleshooting and system
repairs without digging!

Indestructible
Stainless Steel
Valve Seat
Never gets damaged; never
requires replacement; lower
cost of ownership

———————
“I’m very excited to have installed the INFINITY sprinklers. It was sort of
like today’s the day we’re moving forward. It’s definitely worth investing in.”
———————

INFINITY® SERIES GOLF ROTORS

…WITH ALL THE EFFICIENCY AND PERFORMANCE
FEATURES OF THE 800S AND DT SERIES AND MORE!
Trajectory Adjustment

30°

Available in both: 24-position TruJectory™ or Dual Trajectory options.
7°

• 24-position option - 7 to 30 degrees in 1” increments - helps you put water where
you want it. Adjust from the top of the sprinkler in seconds, wet or dry. This

25°

OR
15°

flexibility lets you tackle every obstacle on the course; wind, trees, bunkers, mounds,
and more.
• Dual option provides two selections for the main nozzle of 25 or 15 degrees. The
25 degree setting provides maximum distance of throw and the 15 degree setting
provides improved wind performance, radius reduction and obstacle avoidance.

Industry’s Largest High Performance Nozzle Selection
From 25’ to 100’ radius plus a wide assortment of back nozzles lets you put the precise
amount of water exactly where you need it. Color-coded for easy flow and radius
identification and threaded from the front to simplify servicing.

Nozzle Base Clutching
Hot spot watering has never been easier, simply turn in either direction, hold and shoot
to put down as much water as needed, exactly where you want it. Standard on all part
circle models.

Ratcheting Riser
Align part circle quickly and easily or adjust watering locations to suit seasonal needs.
Simply pull up the riser and ratchet it to the precise position you want to water.

Part and Full Circle Models in One
These sprinklers can be full circle today and part circle tomorrow allowing you to simply
and economically adjust the area of coverage to match your seasonal needs or meet
water rationing mandates.

Toro INFINITY Series
Key Features and Benefits
®

®

Deliver immediate and long-term labor savings with no digging!

Five Activation Types:

Totally backward and forward compatible

- Standard Solenoid

Protects wire splices, pilot valves and solenoids from the elements

- Spike Guard™ Solenoid

Same height as your existing 1” or 1.5” 800S and DT models,
same diameter as 1.5” models

- Nickel-plated Spike Guard Solenoid

Customizable course marker options

- Integrated LSM Module with DC Latching Solenoid

Replaceable cover in case of damage or excessive wear

Check Flow™ feature allows pilot valve removal
without turning off the water or digging

- DC Latching Solenoid

Industry’s largest high performance nozzle selection
Stainless steel valve seat eliminates body damage from rocks
and debris
Constant velocity full circle drive ensures consistent rotation speeds

Infinite Possibilities
Accommodate future technology
Protect your investment
Built for expansion, not replacement
Decrease future capital equipment investments

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Customizable Marker

Razor Kit

STEALTH® Kit

Removeable marker is customizable for

Elevate sprinklers that have fallen

Install onto any INFINITY sprinkler

yardage markers, station number, golf

below grade level due to topdressing

to allow turf growth directly atop the

course branding, and/or other information.

applications or settling without

sprinkler. Eliminate the hard surface

digging. The Razor kits are designed

bounce should a golf ball hit the sprinkler,

to raise the top of the sprinkler in 1/2”

create a seamless turf appearance and

increments up to 11/2”.

improve labor efficiency by minimizing
trimming efforts around sprinklers.

Toro is always there to help you care for your landscapes the way you want,
when you want, better than anyone else.
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